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This presentation will cover WebSphere® MQ V6.0 Accounting and Statistics.
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System Monitoring Facility (SMF) is offline monitoring that, at the end of specified interval, 

packages up all the work that Queue Manager has done.  This information can be used for 

problem determination, performance monitoring, and accounting and charging purposes.  This 

monitoring is split into the logical division of statistics and accounting.   
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Statistics Data Collection writes WebSphere MQ monitoring data, in the form of PCF, records at 

configured intervals.  This data is split into three classes as shown here, based on queue manager 

system activity, individual queue activity, and individual channel activity.         
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Shown here are some of the statistics that can be gathered at the Queue Manager and the 

individual Queue levels.  API accesses, quantity and size of messages, and total put and get 

operations performed are among the statistics that can be gathered at the Queue Manager level.  

Minimum and Maximum depth of queue, average time on queue, and both API and byte counts 

can be gathered at the individual queue level.  This data is provided in the form of a PCF message.
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Channel statistics, like queue statistics, are provided in the form of a PCF message containing up 

to 100 channel records with each channel contained within a PCF group.  Statistics include 

number of messages transferred, bytes transferred, network times, exit times, batch information, 

and PUT retries.  This information is useful in capacity planning.
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Accounting monitoring collects information about the applications that connect to the queue 

manager.  Data is provided in the form of a PCF message and in a format similar to that of a 

statistics message.  This message is written to the SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACCOUNTING queue and 

can be post-processed.  Data collected includes connection details, such as application name, 

process ID, connection type, and connection time, API counts, such as PUTS and GETS, and 

MQPUT and MQGET calls.  There is also information about message sizes and types.  This data 

is useful in determining how system resources are being utilized.  
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You can also drill down to get more detailed information on a per queue basis, with each queue 

contained within a PCF group.  The data available includes name and type of queue, first open and 

last close time, and details about MQPUT, MQPUT1, MQGET, and MQGET (browse) operations.  
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Configuration of Accounting and Statistics data is based upon Queue Manager and object 

attributes.  When the QMGR value is set to DISABLED, collection for that type of monitoring 

data is disabled for all types of that resource regardless of the setting on the object.  

At the queue level, you can configure STATQ and ACCTQ, which determines what statistics you 

are collected for this queue.  QMGR means inherit from the Queue Manager definition  STATQ 

attribute.

At the channel level, you can specify the level of statistics gathering for channels, with QMGR 

again meaning to inherit the STSTCHL attribute from the Queue Manager.  Averages are more 

accurate at the HIGH level because a larger volume of data is analyzed. 

Statistics QMGR attributes

STATMQI - Collect MQI/QMGR based statistics (ON/OFF)

STATQ - Default statistics collection for queues. Can be overriden using per Queue attribute.

STATCHL - Default statistics collection for queues. Can be overriden using per Queue attribute.

STATACLS - Value of STATCHL for Auto defined cluster sender channels.

STATINT - Interval at which collected statistics are written out.

Accounting QMGR attributes



ACCTMQI - Collect MQ/QMGR bassed accounting data (ON/OFF)

ACCTQ - Default accounting collection for queues. Can be overriden using per Queue attribute.

ACCTINT - For long running connections interval at which intermediate records are written

ACCTCONO - Can the collection of accounting data be overriden using the MQCNO option on the 

connection  
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You can now choose to enable or disable MQI or Q accounting.  
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Shown here is a sample PCF message formatted for better readability using amqsmon with an 

example of the command syntax.  
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